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History and Historical Context 

 
Thematic context

  This place is associated with the following theme/s identified by the City of Moreland Thematic History  (2010):  



 Theme Nine: Shopping and retailing in Moreland

 9.1 Establishing the first shops, 9.2 Shopping on Sydney Road



 Shopping is a necessary part of the daily life of a community and shops give their customers a sense of continuity and 
tradition. They are a very visible attribute of Moreland's streetscapes, particularly the major thoroughfares of Sydney 
Road and Lygon Street. The municipality has a proud and colourful retail heritage that spans from the earliest days of 
settlement - from small stores to specialist shops, banks, markets, emporiums, and shopping malls and plazas. All of these 
retail outlets have grown to meet and create shoppers' needs and are a significant part of Moreland's history and 
heritage, lending character and distinctiveness to its streets (Historica 2010:97).



 During the early 1840s when Sydney Road was an 'almost impassable' track used mainly by local residents, there was 
just Mr Blyth's general store and the Retreat Inn near Dawson Street, serving the needs of the small scattered settlement. 
By the timber Henry Search opened his butcher shop at the south-west corner of Albert Street in 1850, Sydney Road was 
pointed to change considerably. Developments were occurring that would change the status of the road from a track to a 
major thoroughfare. That year saw the penal establishment shift to Pentridge and in December prisoners were put to 
work on constructing the road. The gold rushes commenced in 1851, and local quarrying and brickmaking industries 
began expanding as the construction industry boomed. All relied on Sydney Road, which from this point on developed as 
the main north route out of Melbourne and the focus of commercial and community life (Historica 2010:97).



 The historic shops built during Moreland's periods of economic prosperity in the late nineteenth century and 1920s and 
1930s continue to line the Sydney Road corridor, many with facades still intact. More intact shops stand on street corners 
tucked away from main thoroughfares, providing clues to former centres of high activity, such as brickyards and other 
industries that once sustained them. There is also the occasional corner milk bar, a fading phenomenon of the 1950s and 
earlier, some still with original shop windows, doors and vestiges of original signage (Historica 2010:103)



 Suburban development of Coburg 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century much of the development in the former Coburg municipality was 
confined to a narrow corridor adjacent to the railway line and Sydney Road to the south of Bell Street. Outlying areas 
such as West and North Coburg, Pascoe Vale and Glenroy were characterised by small farms and vacant land well into 
the twentieth century (Broome, 1987:163). 



After the cessation in development caused by the 1890s depression, building in Coburg began to pick up about 1910 
(Broome, 1987:179) and accelerated after World War I. As noted by Broome (1987:202).



 Suburban development depends on demand for housing, cheap vacant land, local employment, the availability of 
transport and basic services and the drive of entrepreneurs. By 1920 Coburg was ripe for the process. 



In Coburg the demand for housing was created by returned soldiers and encouraged by improvements to transport, which 
included the re-opening of the railway north to Fawkner by 1914, the electrification of the line to Coburg by 1920 as well 
as the commencement of private bus routes in the 1920s. Industry was actively encouraged by Council, which designated 
three industrial areas, and the opening of the Lincoln Knitting Mills on a large site in Gaffney Street in 1919 provided 
employment for 500 workers, a figure that was doubled in 1920. Further mills followed (Broome, 1987:203-05).



As a result by the mid-1920s new building was at 'fever pitch' (Broome, 1987:207) and the population of Coburg more 
than doubled in the decade from 1920 to 1930 from 17,000 to 40,000. It was the third-largest suburban rate of increase 
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behind Caulfield and Camberwell and during 1923 and 1924 an average of three houses were built each day in Coburg 
(Broome, 1987:210).



 Place history

 Development of Sydney Road in Coburg commenced in the 1850s and gathered pace during the boom years of the 
1880s. However, development was not consistent along its length and many gaps remained until well into the twentieth 
century. Nor did development proceed in an orderly fashion from south to north: the church and village reserve 
surrounding Pentridge Prison encouraged the development of shops at the northern end of Sydney Road between Munro 
Street/Harding Street and Bell Street and this block was almost fully developed by the early twentieth century (MMBW, 
SM).



This shop and residence, situated on the west side of Sydney Road just to the south of Victoria Street, was constructed 
c.1885. An early tenant was A.J. Odgers, a produce merchant. After the onset of the economic depression of the early 
1890s it (along with several other shops in the vicinity)remained vacant for several years. By 1900 it was occupied by 
Richards Bros, grocers (SM).



The shop is shown on the Melbourne & Metropolitan Board of Works Detail Plan of this area, dated 1913.
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Description 

 
Physical Description 

 
This is a late Victorian two storey commercial building. Theupper facade is framed by pilasters and has a solid parapet 
with an arched pediment flanked by scrolls and surmounted by an acroterion, and orbs at either end. Below is a cornice 
and string course, and the pair of timber sash windows have moulded architraves and keystones. 



The ground floor has been altered, and an addition made on the north side. The post verandah is not original.



The building is within a mixed commercialstreetscape of buildings, predominantly from the mid to latetwentieth century. 
Other late nineteenth century buildings in the vicinity include nos. 400-404, 431-433 and 436-442. 


Comparative Analysis 

 
Compared with Brunswick, there are fewer nineteenth century commercial buildings in Coburg. Those already included 
within the Heritage Overlay include:



- Hygienic Buildings, 27-33 Sydney Road, Individual HO362 (Constructed 1891)

- Moreland Park Buildings, 148-164 Sydney Road, Individual HO363 (1888)

- Bates Buildings, 400-404 Sydney Road, Individual HO159 (1888)
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- Dunne's Buildings, 436-442 Sydney Road, Individual HO366 (1891)



These are all rows comprising three or more shops in a range of styles including Italianate (HO363), Renaissance Revival 
(HO159, HO366)and Anglo-Dutch (HO362). Typically, the upper facades remain largely intact, whilst the ground floor 
shopfrontshave been significantly altered and street verandahs removed or replaced.



This shop and residence compares favourably to the above buildings. Whilst the upper facade is slightly less intact, the 
building remains as recognisably early building within the streetscape and is also of note as one ofthe earliest known shop 
buildings in Coburg.

Statement of Significance 

 
What is significant?

  The shop & residence, erected c.1885, at 492 Sydney Road, Coburg is significant. This is a late Victorian two storey 
commercial building.The upper facade  is framed by pilasters and has a solid parapetwith an arched pediment flanked by 
scrolls and surmounted by an acroterion, and orbs at either end. Below is a cornice and string course,and the pair of 
timber sash windows have moulded architraves and keystones. The ground floor has been altered.  



Non-original alterations and additions including the ground floor shopfronts, and the street verandahare not significant.



 How is it significant?

 The shop and residence at 425 Sydney Road, Coburg is of local historic and aesthetic significance to the City of 
Moreland.



 Why is it significant?

 It is significant as one of the oldest shop buildings in Coburg and illustrates an early phase of development of Sydney 
Road into an important commercial centre during the 1880s. (Criterion A)



It is significant as an distinctive nineteenth century building, which stands out amongst the later buildings within this part 
of Sydney Road. (Criterion E)

Assessment Against Criteria 

 
This has been assessed in accordance with the <!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 
4.01//EN""http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/strict.dtd"> Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance  (the 
Burra Charter ) and the guidelines in the VPP Practice Note Applying the Heritage Overlay using the Hercon criteria. 
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Recommendations 2017 

 

-

-

- 

- 

-

-

-

External Paint Controls

Internal Alteration Controls

Tree Controls

Fences & Outbuildings

Prohibited Uses May Be Permitted

Incorporated Plan

Aboriginal Heritage Place

Other Recommendations 

 
Recommended for inclusion in the Heritage Overlay as an individual place. No specific HO controls are required.

This information is provided for guidance only and does not supersede 
official documents, particularly the planning scheme. Planning controls 
should be verified by checking the relevant municipal planning scheme.
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